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Introduction 
Employment tribunals are tribunal public bodies 
in England and Wales and Scotland which have 
statutory jurisdiction to hear many kinds of 
disputes between employers and employees. The 
most common disputes are concerned with unfair 
dismissal, redundancy payments and 
employment discrimination. The tribunals are 
part of the UK tribunals system, administered by 
the Tribunals Service and regulated and 
supervised by the Administrative Justice and 
Tribunals Council. 

Jurisdiction 
Employment tribunals may hear claims brought within three months for issues related to ‘’statutory’’ 
breaches only. The statutory breaches are listed below (not exhaustive). 
 

 Unfair dismissal 
 Unlawful wage deductions or required payments to employers 
 Disputes regarding written particulars of employment 
 Disputes regarding itemised pay statements 
 Breach of the National Minimum Wage 
 Disputes regarding time off for public duty (including jury service) 
 Maternity, paternity and adoption issues: pay and leave 
 Working time directives on rest periods, duty cycles 
 Breach of equality clauses 
 Trade union membership – dismissal and inducements; Blacklisting and issues related to taking 

time off for union duties 
 Failure to consult a recognised union or representative organisation over a proposed 

redundancy or over changes to training 
 the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006 

 

Process  
A party making a claim has to 
present (i.e. physically deliver) 
a valid claim form, on a 
prescribed form, to an 
employment tribunal office 
within the appropriate time 
limit. A claim form can be 
presented electronically (over 
the Internet or by e-mail). If a 
claim form is late, even by a 
few seconds, then the 
employment tribunal may not 
be permitted to hear it and 
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the claim may be dismissed on that basis alone, without a consideration of the merits, at a pre-hearing 
review. 
 

A party defending a claim has to present a 
response form (a prescribed form) to the 
employment tribunal handling the claim within 
28 days of being sent the claim form by the 
employment tribunal. If a party fails to present a 
response form, then it will be debarred from 
taking part in proceedings, which may proceed 
undefended. 
 
Prior to a hearing case management may take 
place to hand down directions as to how the full 
hearing will be heard. This can be by one of 
several means, either through correspondence 

between the parties and the employment tribunal or in a case management discussion (CMD). An 
increasing number of case management discussions take place by telephone. 
 
The Employment Tribunals Rules of Procedure allow for several types of hearing: 
 

 A Case Management Discussion; (this is used to clarify issues and determine the Directions for 
a case). 

 A Pre-Hearing Review (to determine the entitlement of a party to bring or defend proceedings), 
or an entitlement to Interim Relief (a form of preliminary finding in certain types of claim 
involving Trade Union activities or making a protected disclosure (whistleblowing), which may 
order a former employer to continue to pay a dismissed employee until a full hearing; 

 A Full Hearing (which may determine liability and/or remedy): 
 A Review Hearing (to re-consider a judgment). 

 
If the case proceeds to a full hearing, the case is heard, subject to certain exceptions, by a tribunal of 
three people, a legally qualified Employment Judge, and two lay members. The lay members use their 
employment experience in judging the facts. During the hearing the Employment Judge is under a duty 
to ensure that the hearing is conducted fairly, considering both sides' submissions on the law and facts. 
Generally, witnesses are called on both sides, with witness statements being supplied in advance. 
However Civil Court Procedure is different in Scotland where there is no provision for written witness 
statements. Each witness will give their evidence in chief orally. 
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Employment Tribunal Average Awards and Claims: Statistics 
 

 
  
This information does not include claims that may have been settled in a Compromise Agreement either 
prior to termination of the employee’s employment or prior to the claim being lodged.  Furthermore, 
it does not consider any claims settled by ACAS in pre-claim conciliation. However, you can see that 
once a claim has been lodged only 20% of the cases actually 
make it to the final hearing (49,300 out of 244,000).  The 
vast majority do not get as far as the final hearing. 
 
If you split these outcomes into those that would be 
positive for a Claimant (settled by ACAS, successful, default 
judgment) and those that would be negative for a Claimant 
(struck out (not at a hearing), struck out (at preliminary 
hearing), unsuccessful, withdrawn) just under 47% of 
Employment Tribunal claims fall within the positive 
outcome for a Claimant. 
 
A more worrying statistic for employers is that of those cases that did reach an Employment Tribunal 
hearing, the Respondent was successful in only 43% of claims whilst the Claimant was successful 57% 
of the time.  This is all the more significant when you consider that many Claimants will initially lodge 
multiple claims with the Court, including weaker claims. These weaker claims would be taken account 
of in the statistics and should bring down the percentage of claims which are successful but 
nevertheless Claimants are far more likely to win than the Respondent if the matter is determined by a 
Tribunal Judge. 
 
These statistics tend to reinforce the widely held view that the Employment Tribunals are more 
sympathetic to an employee than they are to an employer.  In my view, the statistics also suggest that 
tactically a Respondent would be well advised to fight the case strongly as early as possible to avoid an 
eventual Employment Tribunal by achieving favourable settlement or forcing the Claimant to withdraw.  
 
The statistics do show that withdrawal is fairly common at 32% and is in fact more common than 
settlement (29%).  When considering this, it is important to bear in mind that the Claimant is very 
unlikely to withdraw their claim unless someone exerts pressure to make the Claimant re-evaluate the 
merits of their claim.  In my view, strong legal representation at the earliest point after receiving notice 
of a claim is vital. 

Total claims disposed of 2016 to 2017 244,000 
ACAS conciliated (settled) 71,400 
Default judgment (Claimant wins because Respondent fails to lodge response) 14,400 
Successful at Tribunal (Claimant wins) 28,100 
Withdrawn 78,300 
Struck out (not at a hearing) 25,500 
Dismissed at a preliminary hearing 5,000 
Unsuccessful at hearing (Respondent wins) 21,200 
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Mean, median and highest Employment Tribunal awards 
 

2016/2017 Highest award Average award 
Unfair dismissal £234,449 £9,120 
Race discrimination £374,922 £18,584 
Sex discrimination £442,366 £19,499 
Disability discrimination £729,347 £52,087 
Religious discrimination £9,500 £4,886 
Sexual orientation discrimination £163,725 £20,384 
Age discrimination £48,710 £10,931 
 

Reviews and appeals[edit] 
A party may apply to the Tribunal that has issued a judgment requesting a review of that Tribunal's own 
decision or judgment. A tribunal may also review its decision of its own motion. Reviews may be granted 
where an error is relatively minor, for example a clerical error, under Rule 37 of the Rules of Procedure 
(known as the "slip rule"), where an obvious and important mistake, such as the name of a party being 
incorrectly spelt in the heading, appears in the judgment. The Tribunal will then issue a Certificate of 
Correction, to state the alteration to the Judgment. 
 
Where a party believes the Tribunal has misapplied the law or acted perversely, the review process is 
inappropriate, and the party must appeal to the Employment Appeal Tribunal. For example, the right 
of an employment judge to strike-out all or part of a claim while sitting alone in a Case Management 
Discussion would be outside the power of the employment judge, and therefore amount to an error of 
law that the Employment Appeal Tribunal could 
reverse. 
 
Parties are expected to comply with strictly 
enforced time limits when applying for a review 
or appeal. The time limit for a Review application 
is within 14 days of the judgment being issued, 
with a discretion to extend the time limit on a 
just and equitable basis. 
 
For an appeal to the Employment Appeal 
Tribunal against a judgment (but not an Interim 
Order), a valid Notice of Appeal must be lodged at the relevant office of the Employment Appeal 
Tribunal (London or Edinburgh) by 4 pm on the 42nd day after the employment tribunal issued its 
written reasons for the Judgment. This time limit is strictly enforced, and appeals are often rejected 
due to the time limit being missed or an incomplete Notice of Appeal being lodged (for example, if one 
page of the Judgment is missing, the Notice of Appeal is invalid). An interim Tribunal order must be 
appealed within 14 days, and reasons must be provided (which may need to be asked for at the original 
hearing). 


